
SIMPCW INDIGENOUS INITIAL ATTACK 

The Simpcw Indigenous Initial Attack (IIA) crew was the first crew

of its kind, based in Chu Chua near Barriere B.C., working in

partnership with the BC Wildfire Service (BCWS) for their

inaugural season in 2021. This partnership carried into the 2022

fire season establishing a more robust relationship between

Simpcw and the BCWS, focused on early detection and rapid fire

crew response. The Simpcw crew typically responds to fires within

a predetermined response area, measuring roughly 285,000

hectares, reaching east to the shores of Adams Lake, north to

Dunn Peak, as far west as Bonaparte Lake and south to Knouff

Lake.

Initial attack crews are trained to respond to initial reports of fire.

They suppress the majority of all new wildfires in British

Columbia. Expanding the initial attack program using personnel

that are highly knowledgeable about their local area, such as the

Simpcw IIA crew, is crucial to the continued initial attack success

in our province. 
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Paul Donald, CEO for Simpcw Resources Group, explains the importance of this crew in the North Thompson

region. “The territory for Simpcw First Nation is really large, and the protection that’s provided with the

crews that we have is limited to the Barriere area, but our territory actually expands past Valemount and

McBride, so it’s a vast territory and if we can provide protection to those areas as well, then I think it would

be better for all of us. Not just the [Simpcw] First Nation, but for all the outlying communities as well.”

The Simpcw IIA crew was on standby to respond to wildfires from June 24 until October 8, 2022. For this

crew, the process of being deployed to a wildfire is the same as a BC Wildfire Service initial attack crew. If a

new wildfire is identified in their response area the crew is notified by the Kamloops Fire Centre and deployed

to the incident. 

This season, Simpcw crew members spent numerous hours responding to wildfires within their Territory.

While the Simpcw IIA crews had a quiet start to the fire season, their early season training was put to the test

when a lightning bust moved across the Territory, resulting in numerous lightning-caused wildfires. Some

wildfires were reported and worked solely by the IIA crew through all stages, from initial attack suppression,

mop up and patrolling before calling the fire extinguished. Other incidents, the crews worked alongside BCWS

initial attack and parattack crews, often for several consecutive days on the same incident before

containment was achieved.

The crew’s knowledge of this surrounding geography, associated fuel types, and local weather patterns,

coupled with their quick response times are keys to their success and part of the reason why this initiative is

a benefit to the Simpcw First Nation, surrounding communities and the BC Wildfire Service.

Curtis Pilatzke, crew member with the Simpcw IIA crew, describes their experience in being actively involved

in this community initiative and what it means to be able to respond to wildfire and protect their community.

“A lot of the places we’re going to are distant relatives, neighbors and connected to our own community. [This

initiative] is doing a lot to help protect here, we’re fast in response, we are continuously learning more and

improving our knowledge. We’ve gotten a lot of gratitude from the owners of property we’ve been on.”

Pilatzke adds that fire protection isn’t just about suppressing wildfires, it’s about the greater values across the

landscape, too. “And we do a lot to protect values, not just the timber, we’re protecting the community and

economy – tourism, fisheries, wildlife, ranching, mining, all the industries.”  

This indigenous initial attack capability has also been employed by community partners, such as the Wells

Gray Community Forests and Thompson Rivers Natural Resource District, for various wildfire risk reduction

projects in the North Thompson area. "Can’t say enough about Wells Gray Community Forests for stepping up

and providing us with some ad hoc projects doing silviculture brushing,” says Glenn Foss, Forestry Manager

for Simpcw Resources Group. “It kept the 

guys going for the bulk of the summer 

during standby hours.” These projects 

allow crew members to learn new skills 

and practice in a controlled environment, 

better equipping them for wildfire 

response, while also reducing wildfire 

risk through fuel mitigation and other 

activities. 

Image to the right includes BC Wildfire 

Service, Simpcw First Nation Chu Chua 

Volunteer Fire Department, Simpcw 

Resources Group Forestry Department, 

and IIA 2022 crew members. 
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Simpcw Resources Group would like to say a heartfelt thank you to everyone

who made our 5th Annual Joint Venture Golf Tournament for Indigenous 

Scholarships Golf Tournament a major success! We couldn’t have asked for better weather, or a

better group of golfers, donors, sponsors, and volunteers to help bring this event to life. We are

thrilled to announce that we raised over $14,000!  The funds raised from the event will go towards

Indigenous Scholarships for any post secondary or continuing education. Thank you again to our

SRG CEO PAUL DONALD (LEFT) AND ATCO VICE PRESIDENT VITALY
GALIULIN (RIGHT) PRESENTING AWARD TO THE WINNING TEAM

 
 

SRG CEO PAUL DONALD (RIGHT) PRESENTING TO THE 2ND PLACE
TEAM 



to our sponsors for making this event possible.  Our

Platinum Sponsors:  Ledcor, Jacobson Ford, Westerra

Equipment, Strad, Warner Rentals, Pioneer Truck

Lines, Kamloops Ford Lincoln, ATCO, Ayres Fencing

Installations, Hub, Brant Tractors Ltd, Banister,

Dearborn Ford, Gilbert Smith Forestry, GFL

Environmental Inc, Securiguard. 

Our Diamond Sponsors: GeoVerra, Cyclone Hydrovac

Ltd. 

Gold Sponsors: Strad, On Call, Zimmer Wheaton

GMC, Thompson Valley Awards, Fleetwood West

Enterprises, The Tunneling Company. 

Other sponsors included Alta Tech Environmental,

Masons, and ATCO. We are very excited about next

years golf tournament!

SRG CEO PAUL DONALD (LEFT) WITH SRG VALUED 
EMPLOYEE ROB CELESTA (RIGHT) 
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 DECLIN BURRY (LEFT), JOCELYN LAWLESS (RIGHT) FROM
THE GEOVERRA FIELD CREW

 
 

Simpcw Resources Group of Companies has 34 Joint Venture

Partnerships and 11 Band Entrepreneurs that work with the Business

Relations division to ensure smooth operations on the Trans Mountain

Expansion Project throughout the Simpcw Territory.  Part of the

Business Relations team responsibilities is to ensure Simpcw’s

guaranteed opportunities are being upheld by Trans Mountain and the

General Contractors that are assigned to each spread within 

Simpcwúl’ecw.

On August 10th our team went and spent half a day with one of our

valued partners GeoVerra and Simpcw Band Entrepreneur Skowtum

Services Ltd. to learn about the services they provide. The working

relationship between GeoVerra and SRG predates the Joint Venture

Agreement that was signed back in 2017. Skowtum works with

GeoVerra to provide survey crews to assist on the Trans Mountain

Expansion Project. Pat McNally from GeoVerra states, “We are proud

ofour partnership with SRG and our relationship with a Simpcw Band

Member owned business, Skowtum Services Ltd. and we’re pleased this

relationship has culminated in Skowtum representing approximately

20-25 per cent of our workforce within Simpcw Territory.”

Angus Highe from IPaC that works alongside Skowtum Services Ltd.

explained the purpose of the survey equipment used and the process of

how the radio signals mark where the ground is and how they use that

information.

Some examples are to mark the depth of the pipe in the ground, or

marking where the  Trans Mountain’s Right-of-Way is to ensure crews

stay within the project footprint. MARY MACKENZIE (LEFT) HEATHER OLIVER (RIGHT) 
 FROM THE SIMPCW RESOURCES GROUP 

ANGUS HIGHE (LEFT), BRAYDEN MARTIN (RIGHT)
FROM THE SKOWTUM/IPAC CREW

 
 

73 PER CENT OF THE TRANS MOUNTAIN EXPANSION 
ROUTE WILL USE THE EXISTING RIGHT-OF-WAY, 

Our partners and band entrepreneurs are proud of

the work they are providing within Simpcw First

Nations Territory, collectively work hard to uphold

the values of Simpcw and honor the culture.

GeoVerra hopes to continue strengthening these

working relationships even beyond the Trans

Mountain project. A goal for all companies involved

is to bring more Simpcw members home and create

job opportunities in a rewarding careers.

https://www.transmountain.com/map


G R I Z Z L Y  B E A R  K N O W L E D G E  

L E A R N I N G  C I R C L E

 

Estsék’ Environmental Services, Simpcw First Nation and the Thompson-Nicola Conservation Collaborative

co-hosted a Grizzly Knowledge Learning Circle at Thompson River University’s Wells Gray Education and

Research Station. Wells Gray is located within Simpcw’s caretaker area of responsibility within the

Secwépemc Nation. Participants were welcomed to the event, and to Simpcw Territory by Counselors

Amanda Celesta and Alison Green. Tom Dickinson, Professor Emeritus at TRU, welcomed them to the

facility. Tina Donald, Simpcw Natural Resources Department Fish and Wildlife Manager was unable to

attend but is a core member of the team. 

Grizzly Bears are a blue-listed species in British Columbia and the last published population estimate of the

species (2012) for the Wells Gray population, an estimated 317 individual bears. The project, which runs

from 2021 to 2024, will increase our understanding of grizzlies in Wells Gray. Over the course of the next

few years, grizzly population dynamics, historic and current cultural ties with Simpcwemc (the People of

Simpcw), and the effects of land development due to human development in their territory, (e.g., increased

human presence from Trans Mountain pipeline expansion, and logging) will be evaluated. The data

collected will inform the long-term monitoring trends for population management within Simpcwú l̓ecw

(Simpcw Territory), and for Simpcwemc. 

To obtain hair samples from grizzlies, the team spent the summer and early fall setting up, checking, and

removing “bait” stations, which are non-reward (no food) scent mounds surrounded by a small, barbed wire

fence. The scent mounds, composed of well-decomposed logs, moss, and sticks, are scented with rotted

cows’ blood and fish, with a rotation of additional, ‘novel’ scents, such as anise oil and beaver castor. The

bait stations are checked regularly, and any hair found on the barbed wire was collected for DNA analysis.

This data will help staff determine how many individual grizzlies are in the area and in the long-term,

inform Simpcw First Nation and their collaborators regarding land management decisions. 

The Learning Circle began with a welcome song, by Paul Michel, Special Advisor to the TRU President on

Indigenous Matters followed by a round table of introductions by everyone in attendance. Simpcw First

Nation Councillor and Estsék’ Technician, Amanda Celesta, and Ceryne Staples, Ecosystems Biologist with

Estsék’, shared information about the first year of the Grizzly Bear Study, which wrapped up in October.

The Learning Circle participants enjoyed the teams’ stories of the season’s preliminary results. An open

exchange followed which ranged from input into the study in the future to discussion of the behaviour of

Grizzles and other wildlife in the area.

Members attending the event then had the

opportunity to visit Edgewood Blue, a nearby

property donated to the Land Conservancy of

British Columbia by naturalist and

lichenologist, Trevor Goward, where he

explained the mission of the space as a place

for youth to connect with and learn from

nature.

Simpcw’s Grizzly Bear Study is funded by

Natural Resources Canada through the

Terrestrial Cumulative Effects Initiative. 

https://simpcwresourcesgroup.com/grizzly-bear-project/

